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Three handsome Sydney bachelors Arush, Tanmay and Alman met by chance at a party and have been inseparable ever since. Their story
ended in a painting by Jim and Johnson, where they were captured at the moment of a love game. Double You Golf Girls 38. Chrissy Teigen,
30, Cape Town, South Africa Christina Teigen is the highest paid fashion model in the entire African continent. The price for her photo shoot

can be from 10 thousand dollars. Crissia is a passionate sports lover and often shares sensational facts about her golf team with journalists:
how she manages to combine family life and work as a model, how she gets along with her partner Jerry Moore, what her handball coach

complains about and how she decided for plastic surgery. Crissia, according to her agent, lacks passion in her profession. But she is famous all
over the world, and her name is entered in the Guinness Book of Records. Christie is a frequent guest in TV shows and newspaper articles,

her wedding photo graces the covers of popular glossy magazines. Robin Bourne American agent AJ Buffett arrives at a golf tournament. He
travels as a bodyguard for actress Kelly Brook. When AJ is in danger, Robin comes to the aid of his friend Nicole, and a real male friendship

develops between them. But just at this very time, agent Barry Henderson appears, who hunts the elusive Robin Bourne. Jeff Black The
famous boxer Tyson is going on vacation to Florida. Local ladies' man and thug Greg Brock, Tyson's childhood friend, meets an attractive

young girl named Lisa. The lovers made secret love on the beach, and Lisa immediately became pregnant. Tyson wants to have an abortion,
but Lisa doesn't. Then Tyson and Lisa decide to move away from sin, and for reliability they rent a villa on the ocean and plan to have a

baby... John Griffiths, white, Nigerian, white and Nigerian, the relationship is a painful mixture. Greg and Jonah live in the suburbs of Los
Angeles, they are happy. He works as a high school teacher in Africa, she is a professional model and always gets into scandalous stories. At
one of the parties in his house, a new neighbor appears, and Greg has to solve a difficult question: if she does not disappear, like the others, t
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